
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

A server-side solution sneak peek  

200% cost reduction and operations made 250% faster. 

 

About the customer  

Vigilo is an innovative solution for employees and parents that covers all 

administrative needs and simplifies everyday life in daycares and schools. 

 

The challenge  

Rapid popularity and demand in new features resulted in a need for a robust 

application. Powerful yet flexible server-side development using .Net allowed 

Vigilo to implement all necessary changes with impressive velocity.   

  



 

 

The result  

This challenging task resulted in the most successful implementation of .Net to give 

server-side application all needed flexibility, power and security. Several layers of 

the server-side stack of .NET were made available under open source licenses, 

which brought brilliant results and enriched the platform. This, along with 

community contribution, which provided flexibility and plenty of innovative 

components to use, makes .Net technology one of the most secure and 

trustworthy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Combined with SoftArea’s 

excellent technical talents, and polished processes, Vigilo achieved 200% cost 

reduction and operations made 250% faster.  

Such a noticeable cost reduction was a result of a clever and agile approach to 

development. To produce this stunning result, the database model design and the 

application domain model design were tightly integrated and done by the same 

team.  This allowed not only immediate reaction to changes but extremely fast new 

feature implementation.  

1 week - 1 feature. This approach allowed VIGILO to be extremely fast and test 

new features almost immediately after they were released. Fast, reliable and 

extremely flexible server-side application is one of the main components of such 

success.   



 

 

 

 

 

SoftArea is a US-based software outsourcing company launched by Softwarium, a 

company that has been in business for 20 years. SoftArea offers unparalleled 

expertise in all aspects of software development. From strategy and ideation to 

development and delivery, we analyze and design every aspect of your project to 

ensure that it's engaging, stylish, and easy to use. Our extensive expertise makes us 

the ideal candidate to tackle even the most challenging and grueling projects. If you 

can dream it, we can make it a reality.  

The expertise SoftArea possesses in the subject matter allows their experts to sift 

through the available development technologies, solutions, and architectures to find 

the best approaches for every unique case they may need to work on. As a part of 

Softwarium, they have already provided top development services centered on 

the latest methods and tools to dozens of clients across Europe and Scandinavia. 

SoftArea will continue providing such exceptional service to their clients in North 

America. 

To learn more about Softwarium or SoftArea please visit softwarium.com and 

follow their pages on social media. 

 

Contact us 

European Headquarters  
Business center "Panorama" 
V.Zhitomirskaya St, 20 
Kyiv, 01025, 
Ukraine 

North America Affiliate  
SoftArea LLC 
248 Geiger Road, suite 201 
Philadelphia, PA 19115 
USA 

Tel: +1(267)7660225 
Fax: +1(267)8216311 

Email: info@softarea.com 

http://softwarium.com/

